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a b s t r a c t

Multiple imputation (MI) is an appealing option for handling miss-
ing data. When implementing MI, however, users need to make
important decisions to obtain estimates with good statistical prop-
erties. One such decision involves the choice of imputation model
– the joint modeling (JM) versus fully conditional specification
(FCS) approach. Another involves the choice of method to han-
dle interactions. These include imputing the interaction term as
any other variable (active imputation), or imputing the main ef-
fects and then deriving the interaction (passive imputation). Our
study investigates the best approach to performMI in the presence
of interaction effects involving two categorical variables. Such ef-
fects warrant special attention as they involve multiple correlated
parameters that are handled differently under JM and FCS mod-
eling. Through an extensive simulation study, we compared ac-
tive, passive and an improved passive approach under FCS, as JM
precludes passive imputation. We additionally compared JM and
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FCS techniques using active imputation. Performance between ac-
tive andpassive imputationwas comparable. The improvedpassive
approach proved superior to the other two particularly when the
number of parameters corresponding to the interaction was large.
JM without rounding and FCS using active imputation were also
mostly comparable, with JM outperforming FCS when the number
of parameters was large. In a direct comparison of JM active and
FCS improved passive, the latter was the clear winner. We recom-
mend improved passive imputation under FCS along with sensitiv-
ity analyses to handle multi-level interaction terms.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Multiple imputation (MI) is an increasingly popular approach for handling missing data
[7,8,11,19]. Largely this is due to a growing awareness of the potential bias and inefficiencies that
result from applying inappropriate methods, and an increase in software accessibility to perform
MI [28]. For example, mainstream software packages such as SAS/STAT software [20], Stata [22], and
R [16] offerMI-based analyses. Despite this, a complete-case (CC) analysis, which restricts the analysis
to observations with no missing values, still remains the most commonly applied approach, perhaps
because it is the default option for handlingmissing data in all statistical software packages [10,23]. CC
analysis, however, is valid when the data are missing completely at random (MCAR) (i.e., missingness
is not related to observed or unobserved features), an assumption that does not typically hold in
practice. If violated, CC analysis can result in biased and inefficient estimates. MI, on the other hand,
is statistically valid under a more flexible assumption about the missing data mechanism; it relies
on the assumption that the data are missing at random (MAR) or that missingness is related to
observed features only (i.e., after conditioning on relevant observed features, missingness is unrelated
to unobserved values). Briefly, MI is a simulation-based approach for filling in each missing datum
with a plausible value repeatedly to account for the uncertainty of the sampled values and the
imputation process itself. It requires the specification of two statistical models: an imputation model,
which is used to impute themissing data form imputed datasets, and a scientific model, which is used
to analyze each of the m imputed datasets in order to address the research question [18].

In addition to being the default approach in software packages, CC analysis may be preferred for
its simplicity. Another possible barrier to incorporating MI in the analysis is the numerous choices
faced by analysts when implementing MI. Importantly, these choices can have great impact on the
results. Among the various choices are the specification of the imputationmodel (i.e., which variables
to consider in the imputation model and their functional form) [5], and the imputation approach.
The two main imputation approaches are the joint modeling (JM) approach and the fully conditional
specification (FCS) approach. Briefly, JM involves specifying a joint distribution for the data, which is
typically assumed to be multivariate normal, in order to derive the posterior predictive distribution
from which to impute values [24]. FCS bypasses the specification of a joint model and instead
directly specifies the conditional distribution for each partially observed variable [24]. The latter may
present advantages for data that contain variables of mixed type, such as binary and categorical
variables, where specifying a joint distribution for the data is particularly challenging. While the
theoretical properties of estimates generated by JM are well established [14], they are less tractable
for FCS, although its use has been well justified empirically through simulation studies [26,29]. In his
comprehensive review of these two methods, van Buuren compares and contrasts performance of
these two methods. He recommends JM when a multivariate normal assumption is sensible and FCS
in the presence of variables of mixed type [24].

Another choice posed to analysts involves how to impute derived variables such as interaction
terms. There are two main approaches for handling interaction terms. One approach is to transform
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